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Preface 

I am 3rd year undergraduate pursuing engineering from IIT Kharagpur in 

Electronics and Electrical Communication engineering. I am doing this project on 

behalf of Rakshak Foundation, an international NGO as my summer intern project. 

Rakshak Foundation is a non-profit organization which does research on public 

policy and attempts to create awareness about the government policies among the 

general masses. I see this project as an attempt of mine to contribute something 

back to my society.  

 The purpose of this report is to highlight the plight of hygiene and cleanliness at 

Indian Railway stations throughout the country and to put forth the shortcomings 

in maintenance of railway tracks.      
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Executive Summary 

 

Hygienic environment and sanitation at railway station and tracks has fallen to 

grave depths and may even lead to an epidemic starting from tracks. The dirty 

water lingering around the platforms as well as the tracks and always stinking 

toilets accompanied by the always loitering litter is not only unpleasant to eyes but 

also act as breeding grounds for many prevalent diseases. The Indian Railways 

surely has a big turnover and they should probably use some of it to improve the 

basic facilities provided at a station to make journey of the passenger a really 

contented one and his errand to the station an exhilarating one. 

In this report I have tried to know the reason for this problem with railways 

through internet research and field visits to various railway stations. In report the 

problem is extensively studied and tried to come up with some implementable 

solutions. Some of them are as follows:- 

1) To make the reporting structure more rational. 

2) To improve the complaint mechanism and make officials responsible for the 

dismal conditions of the sanitation on the station and tracks. 

3) To improve the accountability in the system. 

4) To define the benchmarks and standards of cleanliness right in the contracts 

while awarding them. 

5) An independent sanitation committee should be formed from time to time to 

check the situation of sanitation and minutes should be properly recorded with 

qualitative remarks. 

6) Awareness among people of the complaint mechanism may also improve the 

situation as this may increases the workload of the sanitation workers and once 

the passengers start complaining about the garbage, they will surely be reluctant 

to spread garbage from next time. 

Toilets currently used on passenger coaches of Indian Railways are flush type, in 

which human waste is discharged directly on the tracks. This makes the ecosystem 
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unhygienic, besides resulting in corrosion of track fittings. To overcome this 

problem, IR is carrying out field trials with various types of human waste on 

railway tracks and therefore, cleaner and greener station premises and tracks. This 

effort is a part of IR’s effort to upgrade cleanliness and hygiene in and around 

tracks and station areas. Indian Railways is also striving to achieve the long term 

objectives of elimination of induction of new coaches with direct discharge toilets 

by the end of 12th Five Year Plan and covering of all passenger coaches with green 

toilets in a little over 10 years by the end if 13th Five Year Plan provided no 

significant setback is experienced during the development & induction process. 

Indian Railways with approximately a route of 63465Kms of track is one of the 

biggest Railway of the world Railways system. Track maintenance in the railway 

has undergone a sea change during the past 30 years due to continuous 

development in track components viz. Sleepers, fastenings and long welded rails. 

The tracks structure has become sturdier and it has become less amenable for 

manual maintenance. Therefore mechanized maintenance of track has become 

unavoidable and gradually track maintenance to be done in a big way by machines. 

It is also the objective of this report to study the maintenance pattern of today with 

conventional pattern of maintenance and to find out shortcomings in today’s 

pattern and suggest remedial measures. 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1 Background Information  

 

Indian Railways is a large transport organization running about 9100 trains, 

reaching 730 stations and handling about 2 crores of passengers per day. IR runs 

several long distant trains. The number of non suburban passenger travelling per 

day is about 0.7 crore .Indian railways is amongst the various possessions owned 

by our country that makes India and people of India proud all over the globe. This 

paper aims to highlight the sanitation problem in railway premises and suggest the 

remedies to have healthy environment in railway premises and adequate 

maintenance of railway tracks. The existing toilet system in the coaches discharges 

excreta directly to the ground and the railway tracks. The consequences include 

unacceptable hygienic conditions, particularly in the railway stations, and damage 

to the rails. The present condition of sanitation in railways is very poor. It is given 

almost last priority to sanitation   in entire development of railways. 

More than 40,000 coaches are used regularly for passenger service over Indian 

Railways. Toilet systems are one of the most critical passenger amenities, 

especially in the long distance passenger travel. Keeping this population of the 

coaches in view, IR has to operate approximately 1, 60,000 toilets, round the clock, 

on coaches moving at speeds if 100Kmph plus, with drastic space constraints and a 

demanding user profile. Developing suitable technologies for IR’s conditions is 

posing its own problems due to typical operating constraints such as need for 

universal interoperability of coaches within a type and peculiar toilet habits of 

users such as excessive use of water and use of toilets as dustbin. The issue of 

scalability of various technologies selected for implementation also poses 

challenges. 
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The track forms the backbone of railway transportation system; hence it is 

necessary to keep the track in safe, sound and fit condition. Railways have been 

striving continuously to improve track structure for heavier loads, longer and 

speedier trains. Modern track structures, having higher speed potential and 

heavier axle loads are being adopted on IR. In the present scenario, lot of emphasis 

is being given for adapting mechanized maintenance. Also day by day manpower 

resources are decreasing. Suitable gangmen are not available. Those who are 

recruited are of higher qualifications like graduates or post graduates who join for 

some time and resign afterwards. It is therefore desirable to evolve a system 

where in use of machines will be maximized and use of manpower will be 

minimized.    

 

1.2 Main Problems, their scope and impact on the society 

 

Sanitation is always regarded as a key of development intervention. Sanitation 

generally refers to the disposal of human urine and faeces. It deals with 

maintenance of hygienic conditions through services such as collection and 

disposal of solid and liquid waste. Several deadly diseases because of lack of 

sanitation like diarrhoea, dysentery, typhoid, malaria, filariasis, dengue and 

schistosomasis are the outcome of improper or lack of sanitation. Indian Railways 

has always been a possession which has made us proud as an Indian. Railways 

cover length and breadth of country through its rails. It has 1,14,5000 km of total 

track and 7083 stations. It has come up as a fast growing and profit making 

organization. However it has been striving since many years to achieve complete 

sanitation in railways. Open defecation through railways, unclean toilets, chocked 

basins, litters in bogeys and along tracks are the causes that that has compelled the 

environmental engineers to put a thought over sanitation in railways. This study 

aims to bring the topic in to focus so as to create the awareness that how 

important it is to maintain sanitation in railway premises and how environmental 

pollution can be controlled through railways. We have celebrated ‘2008’ as 

International Year of sanitation. Similarly one of the targets set for the millennium 
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development goal (MDG) by the members of 

United Nations is to have by 2015, the proportion of the population without 

sustainable access to safe drinking water and the basic sanitation. In the view of 

this target, we can contribute our big share by achieving complete sanitation in 

railways which is one of the most successful and largest organisations in India. 

At present the sanitation conditions are dismal. The problem can be at policy level, 

attitude problems, manpower constraints or material constraints. The Comptroller 

and Auditor General report on ‘Cleanliness and Sanitation on Indian Railways’ have 

deplored many realistic problems which railways are facing related to the 

cleanliness. This report is based on survey across Kanpur Central station, 

Allahabad railway station and New Delhi railway terminus which clearly states 

that Indian railways are finding it hard to deal with the problems like Dilapidated 

drains, faulty design, incorrect gradients that lead to water stagnating, burning of 

garbage on platforms and lack of a waste disposal policy.  The toilets in trains are 

like small compartments with hole from which human waste is disposed off openly 

on the tracks. These toilets are fairly in constant use. Indian  railways disposes of 

human excreta into open throughout the length and breadth of the country 

through its toilets becoming the biggest mobile source of environmental pollution 

by transporting the various harmful, deadly disease causing micro organisms by 

spreading them on tracks, rivers, streams etc. And of course this way of disposal of 

vast  quantity of human waste in open from trains so as to keep the trains clean is 

the most imperfect and dirty way. 

On the other hand environmental pollution through open defecation in villages of 

our country is being prevented by educating people. Millions of rupees is spent on 

advertising and providing funds to villagers for construction of latrines so that 

open defecation can be prevented and ultimately environmental pollution can be 

stopped. The other garbage from the pantry cars and tray loads of hot meals are 

also disposed off from the doors of bogeys and from small openings from the space 

between the bogeys openly on the tracks polluting the villages and fields on the 

way. 

The dustbins of inadequate capacity gets quickly filled up and overflows, spilling 

the trash on the floor and further causing the trash on the floor and further causing 
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the trash to be littered on the floor. Stations suffer from problems like drains 

blocked by the weeds, stagnating refuse and silt, poor maintenance. Public toilets 

at stations are in a deplorable condition with water-logging, leaking roofs, broken 

taps and tiles, broken pipes and stagnating waste. Many of the passengers find the 

toilets virtually useable. 

The problem of efficient management of faeces has existed since the times when 

people started to live in permanent settlements, primarily for the reasons of 

cleanliness, odour and hygiene. Faeces and the pathogens in them contribute to 

spreading of diseases and intestinal parasites. It is a still requiring attention and 

education developing countries. The issue of dealing with faecal matter is a 

significant problem area for IR and needs multi dimensional efforts. 

Adequate maintenance of tracks is also required to increase the life of rails. Due to 

growing traffic and introduction of heavier track structure, faster and more 

sufficient and more efficient methods of maintenance of track are needed to be 

evolved. In the changed socio-economic scenario, role of small track machines has 

increased for quality maintenance of track. These small track machines are to be 

used for day-to-day maintenance, laying and construction of track. 
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1.3 Goals and Objectives 

 

My goal is to carefully study the problem of sanitation with Indian Railways 

through internet research and field visits to railway station of Kanpur Central, 

Allahabad junction and Delhi terminus, analyse the complete problem under the 

guidance of my mentor and then suggest some implementable recommendations 

so that some changes can be made to improve the basic amenities on the station. I 

will also try  to come up with some positive suggestions  in government’s plan of 

eliminating the open defecating  toilets with boi-toilets or green toilets. 

My objective is to improve the efforts to keep railway premises clean and hygienic 

with provision of safaiwalas. Basic amenities for the beneficiaries like waiting hall, 

drinking water, platform, urinals, shall be up to the decent standards. This will 

decimate the consequences of unhygienic surroundings on the passengers while 

travelling in Indian Railways make it a better medium for travelling across the 

length and breadth of the country.   
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2. Methodology 

 

2.1 Literature Search 

a) Citizen’s Charter: - According to the Citizen;s Charter Indian Raiways 

Administration is committed to provide safe and dependable train services to 

all its passengers. It has to ensure adequate passenger amenities in trains and 

railway station. Under the bullet of “Cleanliness” charter says that every effort 

shall be made to keep the railway premises and hygienic with provision of 

safaiwalas. Basic facilities like booking arrangements, waiting hall, benches, 

lighting, drinking water, platform, urinals, shady trees shall be available at all 

the regular stations. On board a train, lighting and fans, cushioned berths, 

toilets, reservation charts and destination board will be available. 

b) According to the works manual of Indian Railways the work of cleanliness is 

divided among different departments of the Indian Railways. 

Medical Department- maintains the sanitation of major railway colonies where 

health inspectors are posted. 

Commercial Department- maintains other minor colonies, stations and also the 

Goods Offices, Parcel Offices etc.. 

Mechanical Department- looks after the sanitation and cleanliness of coaches of 

the coaches. 

Civil Engineering Department- does so for the yards, track and underground 

drains, sewerage and  storm water drains. 

Janitor- who has staff working under his control looks after the sanitation in big 

offices. 

Sanitation of the bulk of the 8000 Railway Stations on Indian Railway are under 

Commercial Department. 

c) CAG report 2007(railways) :- In his report CAG highlighted some loopholes 

which were responsible for the dismal condition of  sanitation on railway 

station and tracks of Indian Railways. They are: 

-Railways had neither developed any standards as benchmarks for various 

cleanliness activities nor a cohesive action plan detailing milestones and the 
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roadmap for achieving them. At the zonal level, the norms were either totally 

absent or not comprehensive enough, rendering the cleanliness efforts 

ineffective. 

-Multiple departments were involved in cleanliness activities leading to lack of 

coordination among them and rendering the cleanliness efforts ineffective. As 

such, accountability did not go with the responsibility. 

-Railways neither had any mechanism to assess or control the level of 

expenditure on the maintenance of cleanliness in station s and in trains nor a 

policy on waste management. Large quantities of garbage were found lying in 

station premises due to inadequate infrastructure, deficient waste collection 

and disposal mechanism, 

-Inadequate provision of water supply, washable aprons, drains and sewerage 

system and ineffective utilisation of machines were major handicaps in 

providing a clean and hygienic environment in the raiway premises. 

-Passenger amenities such as toilets and urinals, drinking water, seating 

arrangements and waiting halls were not commensurate with the quantum of 

passengers using them and were poorly maintained, thereby straining existing 

amenities and hampering cleanliness efforts with passengers overcrowding the 

station premises. This further complicated by the failure to prevent 

unauthorised persons from entering station premises. 

-Inadequate training compounded with a high incidence of absenteeism among 

safaiwalas in stations maintained departmentally resulted in deficient 

performance. 

-Inadequate mechanism to monitor the work of contractors for outsourced 

cleanliness activities including pest control and bed linen washing contracts led 

to compromise in quality of work done. 

-The cleaning of coaches in coaching yards and EMU car sheds was found 

ineffective as the infrastructure and resources were inadequate and the quality 

of supervision was deficient. Infrastructure in trains namely, dustbins and 

toilets, were also inadequate. 

-The Clean Train Station scheme introduced for en route cleaning of trains 

largely ineffective due to a number of deficiencies in its implementation. 
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       - Measures adopted to create user awareness of utilising existing amenities 

at stations and in trains were inadequate. User abuse of facilities was not 

monitored effectively. Further, user perception was not being harness ed to 

bring about improvements in the system. 

d) Manual for maintenance of track [KRCL-Konkan Railway Corporation Limited]- 

  The maintenance system is broadly divided into three tiers as under: 

1. The top tier : is the backbone of the regular maintenance system. This will 

be through CSM packing machines for the plain track and UNIMAT 

machines for points and crossings. The machine form the existing fleet of 

the railway will be utilized for a programmed maintenance. Since the track 

is already stabilized, machines will be used on the basis of frequency 

prescribed by the Board.  

2. The middle tier : consists of mobile maintenance gangs with skilled staff 

called MMG. The gangs are responsible for tamping of isolated spots or 

picking up slacks, attention of weird failures etc. The middle tier will consist 

of self propelled maintenance van. The mobile maintenance gang will 

consist of skilled men. 

3. The bottom tier : consists of track maintenance and monitoring gangs 

under the sectional junior engineer Permanent way. This will be consisting 

of 15-20 track men who will be moving through RMV road vehicle either 

independently or along with the middle tier depending on the nature of 

track attentions to be done. 

Principle of maintenance 

1. Top tier( Track machines) : The use of CSM for attending the track will be 

based on the result of TRC or OMS 2000 runs which are to be organized as 

per prescribed periodicity. Attention to points and crossings by UNIMAT 

will be carried on need based approach and in future from one end of the 

section to the other on annual basis. 

2. Middle tier: Identification of isolated track defects is based upon 

inspection by OMS 2000 and foot plate inspection of ADEN and PWI etc. 

Based upon these inspections, a100m stretch of track likely to have defects 

is identified. The P way supervisor shall out directed inspection of the 100m 
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stretch. By measuring various track parameters over the stretch of 100m, 

one/two rails containing the track defects is first identified. The exact 

nature of defect i.e. level/twist alignment will be recorded by the P way 

supervisor and communicated to the PWI/MMG. With the detailed 

inspection report at his disposal, the PWI/MMG will decide the the priority 

and attend to the defect an record the parameters after such attention. 

Apart from attending such isolated track defects, rectification of rail/weld 

failures will be done by PWI/MMG. For this purpose RMV will carry 

requisite equipment for SKV welding. The RMV will be manned by 8 artisan 

staff having multi skills in the trades of welder, fitter, driver, mechanic and 

electrician. These men are designated as Multi skilled men (MSM).  
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2.2 Field Visits 

 

My first field visit was made to Kanpur Central railway station to know the 

primary reasons for the generation of garbage and study the complete 

chain of garbage at station. Also to have talk about the problem of 

sanitation on the station with station master and health inspectors. In this 

field visit I also had a brief talk with CTM[Chief Traffic Manager] sir ,Shri 

Shivendra Shukla who gave me a rough outline of the administrational 

structure responsible for the sanitation on the station and tracks and 

referred me to health inspectors to get better insight of the problem. Mr. 

K.B.Pradhan, C.H.I. (Chief Health Inspector) was very cooperative, after 

having a talk with him I got an Idea of how Commercial department is 

handling its work of cleaning the station and tracks. There is quite good 

amount of load on them as around 320 trains crosses the CNB station on 

per day basis. This work load may vary from season to season, like there is 

more workload during rainy season or any festival. There are in total four 

supervisors controlling the force of around 40 safaiwalas at a time. These 

supervisors report to the health inspectors which are three in numbers. 

The garbage is collected at a point at all platforms of the station in 

wheelbarrow. A safaiwala on round collect the wheelbarrow if filled and 

dump to a garbage dumping place situated at the end of platform 1. From 

this place garbage is picked up by conservancy contractor and dumped to 

the trenching ground. To monitor this health inspector make regular 

inspection round at the station and daily remarks are noted in a log book. 

At times there are surprise inspection done by senior officials of 

commercial Dept. 

The work of cleanliness has not been privatized completely yet, though 

work of cleaning of toilets is given to contractors. 

In my second field visit I had a detailed talk with C.H.I. Mr. K.B.Pradhan and 

tried to get insight of the problem. I inquired about all the private contracts 

running at CNB station and how they are running. There were three private 

contracts running:-Toilet cleaning contract, conservancy contract and rag 
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picking contract. All of these were running satisfactorily. 

These contracts are awarded by senior officials of commercial department, 

who take report of health inspectors about the work of contractor while 

awarding contracts.  All the contracts are given on quotation basis. To 

check any unsatisfactory work these officials have authorization to fine the 

contractor accordingly or even expel. There also exist a complaint 

mechanism so that if a passenger finds that a pile of garbage is going 

unnoticed by the safaiwalas he can complaint it to Dy. SCO[Deputy 

Superintendent Commercial Officer] about it and complaint will be 

forwarded to the health inspectors and required actions would be taken.  

Pot holes and rough patches on station are looked after by Civil 

Department i.e. any of the complaint on pot holes on station will be 

forwarded to the Civil Department by Dy.SCO. Renovation of  platform 1 

was done recently. This renovation was done after three years i.e. on an 

average every platform is renovated once in 3-4 years. The work of 

cleaning is actually divided among different departments. Medical 

Department looks after the sanitation at major railway colonies where 

health inspectors are posted. Commercial Department maintains other 

minor colonies, stations and also the goos offices, parcel offices etc.. 

Mechanical Department looks after the sanitation and cleanliness of the 

coaches, Civil Department does so for the yards, track and underground 

drains, sewerage and storm water drains. Janitor who has staff working 

under his control looks after the sanitation in big offices. Safaiwalas use jet 

cleaning machines to clean the platforms and tracks. CNB station has three 

such machines which was provided to them three years back. Regular 

maintenance of these machines is done by engineering department and no 

major failure has occurred since its introduction.  
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2.3 Meetings and Interviews 

 

I and my mentor had conversation though mails. In the initial phase he 

asked me to take up a bigger railway terminal and observe the whole chain 

of garbage disposal, agencies involved in the process and how it can be 

systemised. To inquire what are the primary reasons for generation of 

garbage at the terminals, are there multiple agencies leading to lack of 

accountability. He asked me to have interaction with the station master 

regarding the problem. After I had made field visit and got some idea of the 

problem of sanitation on the station and came to know the people in whose 

hands is it to improve the conditions he asked me to understand the 

problem in more depth and again have detailed discussion with the C.H.I’s . 

This time he expected me to find out if the problem was policy level (why 

privatisation cannot be done, is distribution of work fine, is there 

accountability), attitude problems (lack of promotion, work looked down 

upon, nothing can be done attitude etc..), material constraint (availability of 

materials, dustbins etc.), manpower constraints (how many safaiwala 

distributed at each platform and other working areas), etc. How safailwalas 

can be contacted by the passengers. 

After my second visit he asked to identify reasons why railway cannot 

provide clean environment and what needs to be done. Some reasons 

suggested by him are: Improper construction of washing apron on the 

tracks leads to improper drainage; Too much garbage gets generated as we 

try to feed too many things to too many people; Lack of civic sense of 
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travelling public; Lack of checks on entry of unauthorised people, lack of 

coordination among different departments of railways and railways and 

municipal organisations. 

He asked me to appreciate the problem and come up with some possible 

solutions. He advised me compare models of cleanliness contracts at 

airport or shopping malls and make comparison. He also asked me to look 

how accountability works in other organisation and to see what are the 

difference in materials, equipments etc. 

 

        Meetings with others 

Date Name Designation  Institution Topic of 

Discussion 

25-05-2012 Miss Ragini C.H.I. 

[Chief Health 

Inspectors] 

Indian 

Railways 

Workforce for 

cleanliness 

25-05-2012 D.K.Pradhan C.H.I. 

[Chief Health 

Inspector] 

Indian 

Railways 

Contracts 

running for 

cleanliness 

25-05-2012 Mr.S.Shukla CTM 

[Chief Traffic 

Manager] 

IRTS Administrative 

anomalies 

 

 

 

Please refer Appendix A for details* 
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3. Current NGO and Government Efforts 

   

      1. Responsibilities are allocated to the Operating, medical, Engineering 

departments as laid down by the administration for sanitary arrangements in 

stations and a copy of it is provided to the assistant engineer and concerned staff. 

        2. To assist in supervision and control of sanitary arrangements ain station and 

yards railway sanitation committees are appointed. The committee functions not 

only as advisory body buy as monitoring body also. 

       3. Proper recording of remarks on sanitation should be maintained in a log 

book which shall be kept in custody of station manager. 

       4. The committees are supposed to carry out inspection which will be in regard 

to sanitary and hygienic condition of latrines, receptacles, dustbins, incinerators, 

trenching-grounds, septic tanks, effluent disposal beds, soapiest, sumps, disposal of 

flood and silage water, the adequacy and condition of conservancy equipments. 

Drinking water supply arrangements - Reservoirs, filter beds, wells, drinking water 

tanks and their protection from pollution. 

 

Clean train station scheme 

 

Clean Train Station Scheme is one of the major initiatives of Indian Railways under 

which stations and long distance trains are cleaned by reputed and professional 

agencies by mechanized process at stations during its scheduled halt. In this 

scheme, a gang of 25-35 persons attend to the interiors of the trains, especially the 

toilets that are cleaned by using high pressure jet machines and environment 

friendly bio-degradable cleaning agents. 

This Scheme aims at converting the “passenger satisfaction” into “passenger 

delight” by providing all time better cleanliness “On Board” as well as “Off Board” 

by giving a fresh look to the definition of CTS. The necessary field feedback has 

been used as a support tool for evolving a better and most comprehensive system. 
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The Scheme explicitly advocates that all cleaning activities of platforms, trains and 

watering should be merged under the single comprehensive, modern, mechanised 

and professional turnkey contract to draw maximum mileage out of available 

resources. The current scenario indicates that cleaning of trains is arranged by 

mechanical department where platform cleaning are being done by commercial or 

medical staff or through contractual work. At some places track/ apron are being 

cleaned through Engg. Staff or through hired labours. 

The CTS concept is implemented in two ways: 

 Proactive Approach 

 Reactive Approach 

For “Proactive Approach”, the contractor provides adequate passenger awareness 

activities in order to minimize the filth creation by passenger in & around trains. 

This shall include message musical jingles on public announcement system on 

station to be played throughout the day, Signage’s, and Glow Sign Boards placed on 

every platforms at 150 meters across the length of platform with appropriate 

cleanliness messages and periodic cleanliness drive thru scouts for bringing an 

overall passenger awareness. 

In case of “Reactive Approach”, the contractor arranges on its own cost all the 

project resources such as Manpower, Machines, Materials, Methods, Maintenance 

& overall Supervision for efficient & effective management of the contract. The 

interior of trains (coaches) will be cleaned, especially toilets, by using state-of-the-

art equipment and machines so that least amount of water is utilized with best 

standards of cleaning and its coaches are dried after cleaning. The cleaning agents 

used are environment friendly, biodegradable to protect our environment. The 

toilets & coaches will be sprayed with mosquito repellent to control mosquito 

menace. The area between toilets, doorways, vestibule and the aisle is cleaned. The 

glass windows of AC Coaches are also cleaned. The accumulated waste from 

coaches will be collected and disposed off to its designated municipal bin near 

railway station for further treatment.  Water; the most precious commodity  used 
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to clean each toilet is merely 5 to 6 litres only and is taken from coach toilet only. 

This is an attempt to increase the passenger satisfaction to a higher degree. 

Returns on Investment then can be had by signing a contract with railways for 3 to 

5 years basis and services can be delivered by following service blueprint. All the 

facilities pertaining to “Clean Train Station” scheme such as independent 

electrical power generation and distribution mechanism on each railway track 

virtual workstations is created by investing upfront to facilitate cleaning operation 

during 15 to 20 minutes halt. Thus CTS Service Facility System is set up by 

contractor to clean passing thru traffic. 

Cleaning services are very high on intangibility and difficult to measure. To make it 

measurable, the work output is supervised in process by not only railway staff but 

millions of passengers as they encounter services face to face. 

The service quality is measured with the help of feedback instrument and roughly 

5 to 10 passengers are interviewed during service delivery process in each train. 

This process builds a huge database at he end of every month. The report is 

generated from the attributes given in the feedback instrument. The quantum of 

work is measured with the help of score card especially designed for this project 

for the first time in the history of Indian Railways. 

Service Design: 

In order to ensure that the Labour employed delivers best quality services they are 

made to work focused during that short halt of 20 minutes. The train is divided 

into “Workstations”. The coaches shall be attended on Platforms during their 

arrival on stations throughout the day from 0600 Hours to 2200 Hours. 

The resources employed are as follows: 

 Normally 18 coaches are attended on 9 workstations simultaneously in 

synchronism in 20 minutes clear halt time. The cleaning work operation is 

sequential step-by-step process. 

 3 trained & skilled workers are deployed on each workstation designated as 

“Jet Cleaner”, “Vacuum Drier” and “Coach Cleaner”. Thus on 9 workstations 
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27 such workers are employed. Each worker category has been given its 

workstation no. i.e. from 1 to 9 and their position refers as JC1,JC2,……..JC9 , 

VD1,VD2………….VD9 and CC1, CC2………..CC9 for fixing up clear job 

responsibilities. 

 The JC uses ergonomically designed portable high pressure jet machine 

mounted on its back. The equipment is imported from Denmark using 5 to 7 

liters of water / minute at 40-50 bar pressure i.e. adequate to clean coach 

toilets and remove muck. Each toilet is washed in 1 minute with this 

arrangement. 

 Similarly VD uses ergonomically designed portable wet & dry vacuum 

cleaning machine that dries the washed toilets and other areas of cleaning 

in coach. This is also mounted on back during operation. This process also 

takes 1 minute to dry 1 toilet.  

 CC has been given simple mopping tool that is dipped in chemical solution 

and door area/ aisle area of coach. 

 There are 3 additional workers one each for allied activities i.e. removal & 

disposal of garbage from coaches, cleaning of AC coaches windows and 

spraying of mosquito repellent in all the coaches. 

 There is a good amount of competition generated amongst workers 

category as they are awarded for their best performances in the form of 

incentive. This also brings in excellent harmony amongst them as they help 

each other while delivering services. 

 If the halt is less than 20 minutes but more than 10 minutes proportionate 

no. of coaches are attended. Preference is given to reserved class coaches 

over unreserved in such situation or situation when train has more than 18 

coaches. 
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 In 10 minutes halt only 9 coaches are attended, in 15 minutes halt 12 

coaches are attended. 

 Operation is supervised by employing 3 Supervisors over a rake. A set of 3 

workstations are looked after by 1 Supervisor. Their job is to monitor 

quality, quantity, safety and harmony in operation. 

 An Operating guide for workers and supervisor is given in the specification. 

Therefore the number of workstations required would depend upon number of 

coaches to be cleaned and halt time available. The cleaning operation deals with 

variables and uncertainties all the time. The activities undertaken for delivering 

services in a time interval of 20 minutes is sequential and every second is 

accounted for. A flow chart to carry out 20 minute operation is given in project 

specifications. 

The measurement of work is done with the help of measuring service processes 

and each activity is recorded in a score card. Each workstation gang operates in 

synchronism and the railway supervisor (TXR) records the activities in it. The 

scores are awarded for each items of the coach. “1” for job done satisfactorily, “0” 

for job not done and “X” for job could not be done owing to occupation by 

passengers. Thus a total of 11 items for general coach and 13 items for AC coach is 

awarded for each train and a score card is filled to this effect. Thus for each train 

one separate scored card is filled and payment is processed as follows: 

 The payment is linked to the daily total score as well as daily toilet score. 

 The arithmetic average of all the scorecards is taken daily. The payment will 

be certified by TXR if the score is not less than 75%. 

 The items, which cannot be cleaned for reasons like occupation/ 

inaccessibility due to passengers, is not counted towards score. Also if any 

toilet has been found having no water, is marked “X” similar to marking of  

inaccessibility. 
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 For all such marking of “X”, a deduction of Rs. 2.50/- (Rs. Two Paise fifty 

only) per item is made. 

 The penalty is imposed if the performance achieved by the contractor is 

below 80% for 3 consecutive days. The penalty is to the extent of 10% of 

the payment due for 3 days or for a period higher than 3 days if 

performance is below 80% consecutively for more than 3 days. In case the 

performance is below 80% for less than 3 days, no penalty is levied. 

 In case the performance is less than 75% on any day, the contractor is not 

entitled for payment for that day. 

Average cost of cleaning per coach works out to be between Rs.70/= to Rs.100/= 

depending upon traffic flow on CTS Service System. Higher the traffic loads, less 

the per unit cost. The traffic workload if stacked together on few platforms only, 

the cost per unit will further come down. This cost to exchequer is less than what 

railway was previously incurring; the benefit of which was negligible for 

passengers. The work has already caught attention of media and there has been an 

overwhelming response by passengers. Thus the dream that was translated into 

reality that has received applauds.  

The CTS project is a closed loop service system facility whereby passengers have 

their say for measuring satisfaction levels in services offered. It is only their 

positive feedback, which lets the continuity of services. A daily passenger feedback 

is taken from all classes of passengers & the data & information is analyzed for 

continuous improvement. 

The team working is highly courteous & extends all possible support to passengers 

if demanded by them. The focus is to provide very best top of the line cleaning 

services by utilizing state-of-the-art technologies & environmentally friendly 

cleaning agents. It is presumed that finally Railways have found solutions for its 

cleanliness problems in trains. A mascot was especially developed for Indian 

Railways depicting a Janitorial staff sketch with proper tools and equipments 

running which means “at your service”. 
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In order to have uniformity of services throughout Indian Railways network, the 

Railway Board has issued orders to all Railways to set up at least 1 similar CTS on 

identified stations within this financial year. Ministry of Railways has decided to 

set up 50 such stations in next 5 years on its network. Parliament is given positive 

nod to this scheme for expenditure. The budgets to be allocated for this activity 

shall be under the head 08F-530-32. 

The procedure to be followed for setting up similar “CTS Service Facility” has 

been given in Railway Board Project Specifications that is developed by us under 

private branding of “Eureka Forbes Limited” in consultation with Western Railway. 

 

Introduction of ‘Pay and Use’ toilets in Indian railways was also viewed as a major 

step in the zeal of eradicating sanitation problems on railway stations. This policy 

of ‘Pay and Use’ toilets was introduced in 2000 and was further revised in 2006 

with fresh guidelines to be followed. The provisions under this policy are as 

follows: 

                              

                                  POLICY FOR 'PAY & USE' TOILETS  

          The stations of Indian Railways have been classified into 7 categories viz. A-1, A, B,  

C, D, E & F.  Deluxe Toilets should be provided in the circulating areas of A-1, A & B  

category of stations with value added services. Normal "Pay & Use" toilets should be  

available at platforms of A-1, A and B category stations at one end. At all suburban stations  

i.e. "C" category stations, normal toilets at appropriate places in sufficient number should be  

available since MEMU/DMU/EMU do not have toilets. At D, E and F type of stations also  

adequate number of "Pay & Use" toilets should be available at appropriate locations.  

Zonal Railways with the participation of the private sector may construct and  

maintain public toilets on “Build, Operate and Transfer” (BOT) basis at railway stations.  

These toilets shall be constructed by the interested firms at their own costs and shall 

be operated and maintained by them on ‘Pay and Use’ basis. Rights for advertisement 

through glow signboards may be permitted on the interior and exterior walls (maximum of 

75%) of the building of the Toilet Complex but mounted hoardings on roof would not be 

permitted.  
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The firms having the expertise in this field may be asked to bring forth their capacity,  

capability and experience in constructing and maintaining such facilities.  

The successful bidder shall construct structurally sound and aesthetically appealing  

building complex as per plans submitted to and approved by Railways. He will be required  

to run/maintain the same in good condition round the clock. The interested bidders may 

be asked to submit their plan/drawings/design of the proposed toilet block, attractive 

building elevation of the complex showing the details of plan, its specifications and 

pattern of advertisements along with dimensions of the proposed toilet blocks.  The 

bidders may also be advised to inspect the proposed sites and its surrounding and satisfy 

themselves before submitting the bids.  

At smaller “D’ and ‘E’ category of stations Railways shall construct the Toilet Units 

and the contract to operate them on ‘Pay & Use’ basis may be awarded to a suitable Service 

Provider, selected through normal tendering process by a Committee of Assistant 

Scale Officers of Commercial and Finance Departments.  Provision of bathing facilities 

can be optional in such toilet blocks.  Depending upon the patronage of the station, the 

Service Provider should quote a lump sum amount to be paid to Railways or the amount 

Railway should pay him as the case may be. However, the maximum amount payable by 

Railways shall not exceed Rs. 1500 per month.  

The Service Provider can charge the users/passengers @ Rs 2/- for using the 

latrine and Rs 5/- for using bathroom only or both latrine and bathroom (if provided).  

However, no charges shall be levied for urinals and from handicapped persons for using 

latrines also.  The rates can be reviewed once in three years on mutually agreed terms.  The 

rate list should be displayed at noticeable locations/entry points to the toilets.  Clear sign-

board showing that urinals are free should be displayed.  In order to ensure complaint-free 

service, a receipt may be issued to the users/passengers for the services provided.  

Electricity and water will be provided free of cost by the Railways for operation and 

maintenance of such ‘Pay and Use’ toilets.  
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GREEN TOILETS/BIO TOILET 

Indian Railways has also introduced biotiolets developed jointly Defence 

Research & Development Organisation (DRDO) and IR in one of its long distance 

trains. Integral Coach Factory has turned out coaches with IR-DRDO biotoilets for 

Guwahati-Chennai Egmore Express. The train covers more than 5000Kms in a 

round trip of Guwahati-Chennai-Guwahati in more than 100 hrs. of travel. 

 

 

 
This effort is a part of IR’s effort to upgrade cleanliness and hygiene in and around 

tracks and station areas. Biotoilets are already running in some other trains 

including New Delhi- Rewa Express and Gwalior- Vanarasi Bundelkhand Express. 

Five more rakes having 300 biotilets are targeted to be turned out by 

RCF/Kapurthala by March 2012. These coaches will run in Jammu Tawi-Indore 

Malwa Express, Nizzamuddin-Indore Express, Gwalior-Indore Intercity Express, 
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Vanarasi- Mumbai Mahanagri Express and Mumbai-Lucknow Pushpak Express. 

This is culmination of efforts made by Joint Working Group consisting of DRDO 

Biotechnologists and Indian Railways Mechanical Engineers. The Joint Working 

Group is working continuously for further design improvements and 

implementation of green toilets on a larger scale for a cleaner railway  

Eco-system. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Several other efforts are also in hand in parallel. One such effort is 

development of a prototype train rake based on Zero Discharge Toilet 

system( ZTDS) developed by IIT Kanpur and Research Development and 

Standards Organisation(RDSO), Lucknow. Another effort is provision of 

vacuum toilets in two rakes of Shatabdi express. ZTDS uses both recycling 

and evacuation & is at the second stage of prototyping. Vacuum toilet 
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technology is a standard in developed railway systems. These technologies 

are more expensive due to inherent complexities and requirement of extra 

infrastructure at the terminals. Their deployment is envisaged in premium 

trains only. The benefit of retention-evacuation technologies is that no 

discharge is made on tracks at all. 

Indian Railways is also setting up a unit of environment friendly toilets 

technology at Motibagh workshop at Nagpur in SEC Railways. As far as IR-

DRDO boi-toilets efforts are concerned, various organisations have played 

various critical roles in this endeavour. Apart from DRDO scientists, 

engineers from various railway units viz. Rail coach factory, RDSO, North 

Central Railway, Integral Coach Factory, Northern Railway and Indian 

Railways Centre for advanced maintenance technology have made 

important contributions and are continuing to do so.       

Indian Railways is striving to achieve the long term objectives of 

elimination of induction of new coaches with direct discharge toilets by the 

end of 12th Five Year Plan and covering all passenger coaches with green 

toilets in a little over 10 years by the end of 13th Five Year Plan provided no 

significant setback is experienced during the development & induction 

process. 

 

Existing maintenance practices for tracks in IR 

As on date, the practice of maintenance can be briefly summarized as 

follows: 

a) In sections where relaying with PSC sleepers has been done: 

(1) Tamping with machines as and when machines are available 

(2) Conventional system of maintenance 

b) In sections where relaying has not been done: 

Only conventional system of maintenance is being used. 
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4. Results and Discussions 
 

4.1 Findings from the literature 
 

 

The condition of sanitation at CNB was not decent enough. Some of the reasons 

for this condition at CNB railway station are:- 

1. The reporting structure of for the work of sanitation was not rational 

enough to hold any single official accountable, this lead to lack of 

accountability and thus no proper action can be taken for improvement of 

sanitation on railway station and on the tracks. 

2. The workforce of safaiwalas was also insufficient to manage the load of 

maintaining cleanliness at the station where around 320 trains pass the 

junction on daily basis. 

3. Railways had neither developed any standards as benchmarks for various 

cleanliness activities nor a cohesive action plan detailing milestones and 

the roadmap for achieving them. At the zonal level, the norms were either 

totally absent or not comprehensive enough rendering the cleanliness 

efforts ineffective. 
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4. Multiple departments were involved in cleanliness activities leading to lack 

of coordination among them and rendering the cleanliness efforts 

ineffective. 

5. As such, accountability did not go with responsibility.  

6. Inadequate training compounded with a high incidence of absenteeism 

among safaiwalas in stations maintained departmentally resulted in 

deficient performance. 

7. n CNB station there also exist shortage of jet cleaning machines which is 

again a reason for dismal conditions at CNB railway station. 

8. Ineptitude of safaiwalas has to be strictly treated with if quality work has 

to be extracted from them. 

 

Some of these loopholes can be plugged by simple recommendations made 

by CAG in his report of railways (2007). In general efforts should be made 

to improve the reporting structure or another department should be made 

to look solely after the sanitation of all the stations, coaches and tracks. 

    The experience of Indian Railways with these bio-toilets shows that 

technology adopted is effective but needs passengers’ cooperation and 

discipline akin to the aircraft, while using the toilets. Passengers are 

expected not to use the toilet pan as a garbage bin. Past experience show 

that these toilets have often been blocked/choked and become non-

operational due to the objects like plastic bottles, tea cups, cloths, sanitary 

napkin, nappies, plastic/ploy bags, gutkha pouches etc. being thrown in the 

toilet pans. Thus, passenger cooperation plays a vital role in the success of 

these bio-toilets. 

It is planned to induct IR-DRDO boi-toilets in passenger coaches in a phased 

manner so as to eliminate open discharge. Mission of introduction of 

environmental friendly toilets in passenger coaches will result in cleaner 

ecosystem. 
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Tracks maintenance in the railway has undergone a sea change during the 

past 30 years due to developments in various track components viz. 

Sleepers, fastenings, and long welded rails. The use of the machines both for 

mechanized track maintenance as well as track lying has increased 

substantially in recent past with the introduction of heavy track structures 

to meet the challenges of growing traffic and changed socio-economic 

conditions. 

Being fit for modern heavy track and giving quality output far superior than 

what one can achieve manually, a complete mechanization of track 

maintenance has become inevitable. Similarly at present track relaying is 

being done manually as well as by machines, but the quality and progress of 

machines has outplayed what we achieve manually. 

Today, Indian Railways have a large fleet of different types of new 

generation track machines. However due to growing traffic density, axle 

loads and speeds on the Indian Railways, the deployment of further new 

generation high performance sophisticated track machines is to be thought 

of on Indian Railway. 

 

 
 

4.2 Finding from the fields and impact on the theoretical focus of the project 

  

    1. Findings from field visit: 

 

       -The part of the work which was privatized i.e. maintaining cleanliness and 

hygiene in all the toilets of Kanpur and Allahabad stations was not upto decent 

standards, though the required standards were clearly mentioned in the contracts 

awarded to them by commercial department of North Central Railway 

Headquarters. 
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    -The absenteeism among the safaiwalas was a quite prominent phenomenon and 

attendances were granted to all the registered safaiwalas irrespective of their 

presence. 

   -The work of picking faeces from the tracks is being looked down upon and 

safaiwalas are reluctant to do it. 

   -Rag picking contracts were not running as expected. 

  - There were lack of equipments for cleanliness and mostly old methods of 

cleaning platforms and tracks were used. 

  -Passengers were not aware of complaint mechanism, only 2 complaints were 

found in last six months on cleanliness. This attitude of passenger of let it go is also 

responsible for dismal hygienic conditions at railway platform. 

  - There was lack of sense of accountability in govt. Employees responsible for 

providing all required passenger amenities. 

   

 

2. Impact on theoretical focus of the project: 

 

- I focussed more on the reporting structure below zonal level to make it a rational 

one. 

- Methods for improving the complaint mechanism were thought of so as to make 

it useful. 

- Methods to make the department of commercial more transparent were thought 

of. 

- How many equipments are sanctioned and at what frequency and how many are 

efficiently used, answers of such questions were searched for. 

 - Private contracts awarded studied thoroughly. 

 -I tried to contact more and more govt. Employees to know more about the 

problem of cleanliness and asked for their recommendation if they had any. 

- Asked passengers on platform if they know about the complaint mechanism and 

if yes, what is it that stops them to complaint about the unhygienic situation 

around them at the platform. 
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4.3 Gap analysis 

 

1. Absence of service standards – no service quality benchmarks set for a 

comprehensive approach end-to-end solution in the interest of passengers. 

2. Departmentalisation of functions – divided responsibilities for different 

functions and too many service providers lead to chaos and no accountability 

for journey from passengers’ expectation point of view. Co-ordinated efforts by 

different functions lead to red tapes. 

3. LAR and bureaucratic decision-making – Impractical approach of managers 

particularly the finance department (the last accepted rate which leads to 

repetition of mistakes and continuity of purchases that may not be in 

consonance with the actual requirements). 

4. Bureaucratic delays/hick ups – Purchase through tendering processes is very 

time consuming. Lack of transparency coupled with fear of vigilance 

interference lead to hindrances in decision-making and quick disposals. Tender 

conditions and its interpolation by the departments results in  abnormal 

delays. 

5. Empowerment – Allocation of powers to the zonal railways and divisions 

have been a bone of contention. Empowerment of officers at operation level is 

insignificant as compared to their daily operational requirements. 

6. Other prevalent bureaucratic attitudes and social atmosphere – Earlier IR 

were much conscious about public issues especially health and hygiene of 

passengers travelling but with the increased demand of passenger 

transportation and the emphasis given on economic objectives, the heart for 

social consciousness has taken back seat.  
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5. Recommendations, Scope and Strategy for Implementation 
 

5.1 Recommendation & Scope 

1) Habits that create insanitation and portrait to others an example to behave in 

same manner should be strictly discouraged. Minute changes in habits of 

passengers can help a lot in maintaining sanitation in railways. 

 

2) A crew of workers properly trained and equipped with modern cleaning tools 

should be appointed for each long run train for constantly managing waste by 

proper collection of waste, cleaning of toilets, basins, floors etc, supervision to 

passengers for maintaining cleanliness and storing waste in proper manners for its 

appropriate its appropriate disposal. 

3) A complete list of rules should be made by administration to maintain 

cleanliness for passengers and displayed in each bogey and on platforms and 

passengers should be made to strictly follow the rules and regulations laid by 

administration either by conferring monetary fine or punishments even for 

slightest of unsanitary habit like spitting in trains or on platforms. 

 

4) The sweepers, cleaners, station masters, engineers in charge should be strictly 

given instructions to maintain sanitation in bogeys, platforms, adjoining tracks etc. 

The pantry cars should be very careful in this respect. They should not only serve 

the food but also see that the waste food is properly disposed off and throwing it 

out off the doors and windows of the bogey on open tracks is not its safe disposal. 

 

5) Passengers should know that they have complete right to place their grievances 

with the administration and Railway administration is liable to reply to the 

complainant within 90 days, where detailed enquiries are not required to be made 

and within 120 days, in case of complaints where detailed enquiries are warranted. 

 

6) Each coach should be provided with big dustbin and they should be monitored 

regularly on each junction, if it is filled it should be emptied. 
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Indian Railways have classified stations on commercial basis according to 

commercial importance classification scheme. It says a non-suburban station with 

annual passenger earnings over Rs 60 million is a Category A station. Category B 

stations have earnings between Rs 30 million and 60 million. Any suburban station 

not falling into the 'B' category is considered to be a Category C station. Non-

suburban stations with earnings between Rs 10 million and 30 million are 

Category D stations while non-suburban stations with lower earnings fall into 

Category E. Halt stations are classified as Category F stations. Interestingly, the 

commercial classification determines many of the construction aspects of the 

station: Stations of Category A or C have high level platforms, while those in 

categories B and D have low level platforms. Stations of categories E and F have 

only rail-level platforms.  

So to improve cleanliness at all the stations we need to have different approach for 

different class of stations. 

Class A and Class B stations where the workload on the commercial department is 

quite good, some part of the work of maintaining cleanliness should be privatized 

like cleaning all toilets on the station, picking of human waste from the tracks, rag 

picking or any job which is tough to do or safaiwalas are reluctant to do. Rest of the 

work should be done and properly managed by the respective government 

employees. Some changes on this regard have been proposed by me in next to next 

paragraph. 

Class C and Class D station where cleanliness is a completely neglected subject, 

should be completely privatized. 
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I have made my field visits to Kanpur and Allahabad Railway station and 

witnessed some problems and would like to propose a change which will surely 

improve the plight of these stations.  

PROBLEM: 

 Only Platform no.1 is well maintained no attention is paid to other platforms 

which are because the senior officials who come for round hardly go to any 

other platforms for inspection. C.H.Is too during their inspection hardly bother 

to go to the last stations, as a result the platforms beyond 2 and 3 grown 

unhygienic and stink badly. And when we inquire for the person responsible 

for this we find that all C.H.Is are collectively responsible for this situation. 

SOLUTION:- 

Clearly divide the work between the C.H.Is i.e. prepare a team of C.H.I.s, 

supervisors and safaiwalas and ask them to adopt a group of platforms such 

that all the platforms are covered by ane or the other group. This group shall 

not change for at least a year so that they get enough time as a team to do their 

work. And at the end of the year their performance should be rated by senior 

officials of commercial department. 

Class A and Class B 

Cleanling of 
toilets,human waste 

and ragpicking 
should be privatized. 

Rest of the work like 
cleaning platforms, 

waiting rooms should 
be done by govt. emp. 

Class C and Class D 

All cleanliness related 
activities should be 

privatized. 

Proper check should be 
maintained on their 

work. 
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Present scenario 

 

Proposed structure 

 

 

 

To look after 10 platforms there are 3 C.H.Is and 4 supervisors 
under them. 

35 safaiwalas 
working in morning 

shift for all 10 
platforms 

24 safaiwalas 
working in 

afternoon shift for 
all 10 platforms 

14 safaiwalas 
working in night 

shift for all 10 
platforms  

Clearly divide the work among 3 C.H.Is, 4 supervisors and all safaiwalas 

Platform 4 platforms to 
be looked upon by 
seniormost C.H.I., 2 

supervisors and some 
fixed number of 

safaiwalas 

Next 3 platforms to be 
looked upon by another 
C.H.I., a supervisor and 
some fixed number of 

safaiwalas 

Next 3 platforms to be 
looked upon by another 
C.H.I., a supervisor and 
some fixed number of 

safaiwalas 
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6. Suggestions for future work 
 

If this project is continued then one should get a better insight of work structure in 

railways and should come up with implementable recommendations. One shall 

also come up with some changes in policy level. Efforts should be made to make 

the senior officials accountable for the work done by their department, specially 

commercial department of Indian Railways because the responsibility to provide 

passenger amenities to passenger rest with this department. Work can be done to 

improve transparency in this department. There should be a proper channel 

through which people can communicate their views/suggestions/corrections to 

the department. 

 

As far as elimination of open defecating toilets are concerned only present 

governments effort can be searched of and then some recommendations can be 

made for the implementation side. A survey can be conducted among the 

passengers of trains fitted with green toilets about their 

experience/convenience/inconvenience with the new toilet system. 

 

Comparison on Indian Railways with other organizations like airports, malls etc. 

and then to come up with useful suggestions was also intended in this project but 

could not be done thoroughly due to short duration of  project. One can make 

comparison with different organizations and try to bridge the gap wherever 

required. Like one can see how accountability or transparency works there and 

how can it be implemented in IR.  
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7. Conclusion  

 

Due to rapid pace of urbanization there is an increasing demand of 

transport specially in railways and airport sectors. In these sectors 

passengers are handled at Railway stations and Airports. There are several 

environmental challenges; one of these is waste management. Inadequate 

resources, in-appropriate technologies, management apathy and low 

efficiency of the system are unable to give fruitful results. 

  

Cleanliness and sanitation on Indian Railways was not receiving due 

importance and was secondary to other activities. The expenditure on 

providing and maintaining a clean and hygienic environment was 

inadequate. Standards for performance were not laid down, infrastructure 

was inadequate and deficient, passenger amenities were not commensurate 

with increasing passenger traffic, waste management was ineffective, 

railway stations were overcrowded due to unauthorised use and harnessing 

user perception was ineffective especially in A, B and C category stations 

where 85 per cent of the passenger traffic was handled. Involvement of 

multiple departments with complex reporting structures only compounded 

the issue. 

 

In the last few years, the Railways have taken a number of initiatives to 

address the issue of cleanliness and sanitation, such as CTS, cleaning squads 

in running trains etc. Nevertheless, the magnitude of the problem is such 

that unless tackled on a war footing, it cannot be adequately dealt with. The 

Railways need to evolve performance criteria for every cleanliness related 

activity and ensure effective supervision. The initiatives need to be 

cohesive, systematic and sustainable. 

 

If the open defecating toilets are completely eliminated, the problem of 

night soil will be automatically solved. Government’s effort to replace open 

defecating toilets with the green toilets is very laudable. But success of this 
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toilets system very much depend upon the passengers using them as the 

peculiar Indian toilet habits like using toilet as dustbin, or using excessive 

water can be hindrance for the pilot project. If IR achieve this goal of 

eliminating all the open discharge toilets, stations will become a better 

place to wait for the trains and corrosion of railway tracks due to human 

waste will decrease to good extent. 
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9. Appendix A 

Meetings and Interviews 

1. Name: Miss Ragini  [Chief Health Inspector, CNB station] 

Duration of Discussion: 20 mins 

Details of the Discussion: 

Things I came to know after discussion: 

a] There are three Chief Health Inspectors in CNB railway station namely 

   1.Miss Ragini  

   2.D.K.Pradhan 

   3.B.P.Dwivedi 

b]These C.H.Is work in three shifts  

   1.Morning: 6am-2pm 

   2.Evening: 2pm-10pm 

   3.Night: 10pm-6am 

c]There are four supervisors under C.H.Is who make the safaiwalas work. 

d]Number of safaiwalas working in  

  1.Morning shift : 32 

  2.Evening shift : 35 

  3.Night shift:14 

  

http://indianrailways.gov.in/railwayboard/uploads/codesmanual/CommManual-I/main%20page.htm
http://indianrailways.gov.in/railwayboard/uploads/codesmanual/CommManual-I/main%20page.htm
http://www.indianrailways.gov.in/railwayboard/uploads/codesmanual/MMVol-I/main%20page.htm
http://www.indianrailways.gov.in/railwayboard/uploads/codesmanual/MMVol-I/main%20page.htm
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2. Name: D.K.Pradhan[C.H.I] 

Duration of Discussion:   30 mins 

Details of the Discussion:  

 

1]He said there are no private agencies involved in cleanliness of station or 

tracks, though sometimes rag picking  contracts are given to private agencies 

when the workload increases. 

2] It is the commercial department which looks after the cleanliness of station 

and tracks and medical department looks after the cleanliness of railways 

colonies. 

3] C.H.Is go for regular inspection of cleanliness on station and tracks. 

4] There are also surprise inspections by senior officials. 

5] There is quite good amount of workload as around 320 trains crosses CNB 

station per day. 

6] He explained me complete Garbage chain: 

   a) Garbage is collected at a point at all the 10 platforms of CNB staton in 

wheelbarrow. 

   b) Safaiwala on round collects the wheelbarrow if filled and dump it to a 

garbage dumping place situated at the end of platform 1. 

   c) From this place garbage is picked up by conservancy contractor and 

dumped to the trenching ground. 

7] During rainy season their workload increases as underground sewage line 

gets completely filled. 

 

 

3. Name: Mr.S.Shukla [CTM: Chief Traffic Manager,CNB railway station]    

Duration of Discussion:  15 mins 

Details of the Discussion: 
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1] He cited that attitude of passengers towards cleanliness as the main 

reason behind the condition of cleanliness in CNB railway station. 

2] From railways point of view this problem is not a major one.There are 

many others which  

 need to be looked upon. 

3] He said you cannot change much through your project. 

4] Repairing the washable aprons and installing them wherever required 

can improve the  

  sanitation and we can see visible results. 

 

 

4. Name: Mewa Lal [station master, CNB station] 

Duration of Discussion: 10 mins 

Details of the Discussion: 

 

 

Things I came to know after discussion: 

a] It is the commercial department which takes the responsibility of 

cleanliness of the station. 

b] For any complaint on sanitation of railway station Deputy Senior 

Superintendent , Commercial [Dy. SSC] has to be approached. He also said 

that there were no complaints on sanitation of the station in the last two 

months at least. 

c]It is the negative working attitude and  absenteeism of safaiwalas  which 

is responsible for the dismal condition of cleanliness of CNB railway station. 

 

 

 

5. Name:           Mr. D.K.Pradhan [C.H.I] 

Duration and Timings of Discussion:    1 hr 
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Details of the Discussion:  

 

1] He said there are presently three private contracts running for cleanliness:- 

a) Toilet cleaning contract –It is given on quotation basis. It is supposed to 

clean all the toilets present at the CNB station i.e. toilets of waiting room, 

general passenger toilets (pay and use basis), toilet of guard running room 

and driver running room, toilets attached to the railway offices. The 

duration of this contract is of two years after which another contractor will 

be given the work. There is regular inspection done by the health inspectors 

of these toilets and report is send to the higher officials of commercial 

department if found unsatisfactory. 

b) Conservancy contract –It is given on quotation basis. It is supposed to carry 

the garbage from the vat near platform no. 1 where the garbage of complete 

station is collected to the dumping ground of Kanpur Municipal Corporation 

two times a day. Duration of this contract is six months. 

c) Rag picking contract – It is also given on quotation basis and its duration is 

again six months. If the work is found unsatisfactory senior officials of 

commercial department are reported. 

Senior officials of commercial department may put fine on the contractors or 

may even expel the contract if required. 

  

2] They [C.H.Is] are the employees of medical department working in commercial 

department i.e. handling the staff of commercial department and reporting to 

senior officials of commercial department.  

 

3] Cleaning of upper sheds is the responsibility of engineering department(senior 

section engineer, Works). Cleaning of which is done once in 5/6 months. It is quite 

frequently cleaned during monsoon season to avoid clogging.  
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4] Cleaning of coaches, trains, washing line is the responsibility of carriage 

department. This work is supervised by CDO/Asst. Mechanical engineer.  

 

5] Renovation of platform no. 1 was done recently. This renovation was done after 

three years i.e. on an average every platform is renovated once in every 3-4 years. 

6] Pot holes and rough patches on station are again looked after by the 

engineering department (civil) i.e. any of the complaint on potholes on station will 

be forwarded to Civil engineering department by Dy. SSC. 

 

7] They use jet cleaning machine to clean the platforms, tracks and washable 

aprons which running quite fine. CNB station has three of these machines which 

were provided to them three years back. Regular maintenance of these machines 

is done by the engineering department and no major failure has occurred since its 

introduction. 

8] It is also the duty of C.H.Is to take the sample of water from IRCTC store, 

drinking water basins on station and send it to lab for testing. Such samples are 

taken four times a month. Similarly food samples from pantry car, IRCTC stall, 

private stalls are send to the lab for testing. 
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